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Al~traet--The decomposition method has been applied to nonlinear differential equations which have a 
linear differential operator term. Here we adapt the method to study purely nonlinear equations as well. 
INTRODUCTION 
We will consider equations of the form F(d"u/dt" ,  . . . .  u, t )=0,  given initial conditions 
u(O) = k~ . . . . .  d" -  lu(O)/dt"-  ~ = k , .  Previous work [1-3] has applied to the case where F is linear 
in the highest derivative d"/dt" so that we can write 
d"u/dt" + F(d" - lu /dt" -  i . . . . .  u, t) = O. 
By decomposition [1-3] letting L = d"/dt" 
u =4 -L - JF ,  
where Lq~ = 0, u = Z.~=0 u.. We obtain 
U 0 ~ ¢~, 
u,+l = - -L - IA , ,  
for n/> 0, where the A,, polynomials have been previously defined [1-3]. The A, here represent the 
analytic function F(d" - 'u /dt" -~ . . . . .  u, t). This case yields a single branch function for u(t)  as 
discussed in Ref. [1]. 
Now our objective is to consider equations where the highest derivative is nonlinear, i.e. the usual 
L operator is not present. I f  F is nonlinear in the highest derivative, u(t)  becomes a multibranch 
function represented by the family urn(t). The number of branches equals the number of roots 
7,, = 7re(d"- lu /dt" -~ . . . . .  u, t), for d"u/dt"  in F = 0. To proceed, we solve for the roots of d"/dt" 
as an algebraic equation in d"u/dt".  
Suppose there are m roots. Each root will be a function of (d" - Ju /dt  " -  l) . . . . .  u, t, i.e. we 
have m equations for the m branch functions representing u(t) .  To find the first root 7t, 
solve F(d"u/dt" ,  . . . .  u, t) = 0, for d"u/dt"  determining d"u~/dt" = 7~. Then F(d"u/dt" ,  . . . .  u, t)/  
(d"u/dt" - 70 = 0 can be solved for d"u/dt"  determining d"u2/dt" = 72" • • Finally, the ruth root 7m 
is found from F(d"u/dt" ,  . . . .  u, t)/l'I~"£t I (d"u/dt" - y,)  = d"u/dt" - 7m = 0, i.e. we have d"u/dt" 
determining d"um/dt" = 7m" 
The m branch functions are calculated from the m uncoupled equations 
d"ut/dt" = 72"*ul(t) = ~ + L- l~q,  
d"um/dt" = 7m~Um(t) = ~ + L-~7~.  
Thus the multibranch function u(t)  is given by family of m branch functions u.(t) .  For each branch 
function 
u, = q~ + L -  ty,, 
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- -  ot~ oo  where L~ = 0. By decomposition u. -  Z,.=o U.,m and ?. = Zm=oA.,,. with 
Un, o = ¢P, 
Un,m+ 1 = t - lan ,m,  
where 
A.,m = A.,m {7.(d. -mu/dt, - t , . . . ,  u, t)}, 
i.e. the A.,m are the (Adomian) polynomials for the analytic function 7,. The solution u(t) is 
represented by a family of branch functions and the components u,(t) = Y~m~=0 U,,m(t). For bounded 
roots Iw.(t)l = M. ,  the first root to be computed shall be the root with the smallest bound, 
designated as Vm. For M~<Mz<'"<Atm_m<Atm,  the roots computed are Vm(t), 
~/2(1) . . . . .  ~m-I ( l ) ,  ~/m(t). 
The decomposition method is appropriate and most useful here since it can be used for algebraic 
as well as differential equations and we can systematically compute roots of m th order polynomials. 
If we designate the highest ordered derivative by D. and our equation begins with D. 3 we have a 
cubic equation, etc. for higher orders of nonlinearity. These are all solvable by decomposition. As 
an example we will consider two branch functions. 
Generic example 
or  
Then 
(du/dx - Rm (x) ) (du/dx  - R2(x)) = 0 
(du/dx)  2 - (Rj + R2) du/dx - -  R IR  2 = O. 
du/dx = (RmR2)(Rm + R2) + (1/Rj + Rz) (du/dx)  2. (l) 
If IR, I~< M,, IR2 I~< M 2 and Mm < Mz, decomposition solution of equation (1) converges to Rm, i.e. 
the smallest root of the quadratic equation. Then R2 is easily determined. Thus 
dum/dx = Rm (x) ~ um (x) = u(O) + Rm (x) dx, 
f: du2/dx = R2(x) ~* u2(x) --- u(0) + R2(x) dx, 
i.e. u(t) is a multibranch function given by the family of branch functions um and u2. 
Example. Consider the equation 
(du/dx)  2 - 8x(du/dx)  + 7x 2 = O, 
which can be written (u' - x ) (u '  - 7x) = 0, i.e. a quadratic with roots u' = x and u' = 7x. Solving 
by decomposition [1-3] 
Let u' = Y~,%0 u~ with u6 = (7/8)x. Let u '2 
defined in Refs [1-3]. They are given by 
A0 
Am 
A: 
A3 
(7/8)x + (1/8x)u '2. 
= Y',~=0 A,, where the A, are the Adomian polynomials 
= (u6) 2, 
--- 2u~uj, 
= (u~) 2 + 2u6u~, 
t t t t 
= 2UmU2 + 2UoU3, 
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We have 
u~ = (7/8)x = 0.875x, 
u 'l = (1/8x)Ao = 0.096x, 
u~ = (1 /8x)At  = 0.021, 
Thus dP3=U'o+U' t+u~=O.99x .  As n~c~,  ~b,=u '=x which is the smaller root. Hence 
u = (x2/2) + c. Since u(0) = 1, u = xS/2. The second branch function is (7/2)x s + 1. Similarly, if we 
consider (du /dx)  2 - (x  + xS) (du /dx)  + x 3 = 0, we have roots u'  = x and u'  = x s so that with the 
initial condition u(0) = 1, u = (xS/2) + 1 and u = (x3/3) + 1 are the branch functions emanating 
from the point (0, 1) in the region x 1> 0, y /> 0. 
To calculate the second root, we compute (u '2 - 3xu" + 2xS)/(u ' - x) = 0 or u'  = 2x. Now we 
have two branch functions u, which form the multibranch function u(x) .  Since u't = x, u~ = 2x then 
ul = 1 +x2/2 ,  
us = 1 + x s, 
where u(x)  = {ul (x), us(x)}. 
(In the nonlinear equation Fu =g with Fu = Lu  + Nu where [L] > [N] and all inputs and 
conditions are bounded, the solution is unique and consists of  a single branch function.) 
I f  we plot the results o f  equation (1) we have Fig. 1. 
Example .  The equation u '3 -  16u'2+ 65u ' -50  = 0 has roots u '= 1, u '=  5, u '=  10 so that 
u = x + c, 5x + c, and 10x + c. I f  u(0) --- 1 is the given condition, we have u = x + l, u = 5x + l, 
and u = 10x + 1 as three branch functions satisfying the nonlinear equation emanating from the 
branch point (0, 1) in the x, y /> 0 region, where Lqb = 0 and • depends on given conditions and 
~,,, = ?n(d"- Ju/dt ~- J . . . . .  u, t). Solving an algebraic equation for d"u/dt" we find the root functions 
~, using decomposit ion (Fig. 2). 
Thus, in general F(d"u/dt  n, . . . .  u, t) = 0 has m roots 
d"ul/dt" = ~t~ut( t )  = • + g- l~ l ,  
dnum/dt ~ = ~, ,~um(t )  = ¢~ + L-17m, 
where L¢'  = 0 and • depends on the given conditions and 7, = ~,(d"- tu /d t " -  t . . . . .  u, t). Solving 
an algebraic equation for d"u/dt", we find the root functions ~, using decomposition. 
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